AGENDA / NEWS

LOUNGE IN
STYLE
Bring a dash of cool blue into
your space with the sleek and
comfy Avalon leather sofa
with chaise lounge by Turri.
(turri.it)

PLUSH
H&
CUSHY
Y
The plush and
d
inviting Lipp
armchair by Piero
P
Lissoni for Liv
ving
Divani is some
ething
we’d like to sin
nk
into. With a cu
ushy
seat and tufte
ed
back and side
es,
it’s an indulge
ence
that’s calling out.
o
(livingdivani.itt)

Hide inside
Poem’s Mini Basket
handbag is made with a
special bonding technique
that fuses two leathers
together, creating an inner
lining that is leather as well.
(poembags.com)

All aglow

NEW STORE LAUNCH!
Nicobar has just opened its second store in Mumbai.
Double the reason to rejoice! Head out to Patkar
Bungalow, a quaint villa on Turner Road in Bandra.
(nicobar.com)

The ﬁreﬂy’s magical
quality of emitting
light is the inspiration
for Fireﬂy, Lladró’s
ﬁrst collection of
cordless table lamps
with chargeable
batteries and
LED lighting. The
translucent quality
of handmade Lladró
porcelain lets the
light ﬁlter through to
produce a soft, warm
glow. (lladro.com)

[Corded]
The Fusion sofa by Umberto
Asnago is a tribute to the design
language of the 40s. Leather wrapped
around the light steel frame adds
warmth , while a leather cord stitch
across the back ties the look .
(i4mariani.com)
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ATTENTION DRAWER
Give a new look to your contemporary bedroom
with Ashley Furniture Home Store’s Marsilona
chest of drawers. Part of their new Bedroom
collection, it has a sculptural look with its classic
paneling and thick molding. (dashsquare.com)

WE’RE
FOLLOWING

LLADRÓ
@Ambience Mall, Gurgaon
#WE LOVED the new all-white look of the store. Though smaller
in size, the revamped store is sprightly bright and exudes a friendly
welcoming vibe. The soft curves of the display windows
are all so charming.
#WE SAY AMEN to the contemporary language of the galleryinspired interior design, done in collaboration with Spanish
designer Jaime Hayon.
#WE FEASTED our eyes on smartly segregated collections that
tell the story clearly in each of its assemblage.
# WE ALSO FEASTED our olfactory nerves to the beautiful
fragrances of new Lladró candles, and have them shortlisted for
our next gift shopping.
#WE WERE IN FULL ACTION on seeing the Flamenco collection,
and are scouting the city for dance classes.
#WE ARE IN LOVE with the latest ﬂower vase with its porcelain
ﬂowers. The colours are so pretty and the ﬂowers so delicate
and look so real, you’ll want to touch them..
#WE ARE HEADED to the Savannahs after seeing the safari march,
and have our next holiday planned to the land of Oriental arts.
#WE RECOMMEND their Fireﬂy lights that are LED-poweredand
come with a reostat control.The translucent quality of handmade Lladró
porcelain lets the light ﬁlter through to produce a soft, warm glow,
akin to that of a ﬁreﬂy.

DR
D
RE
ESS
SS UP
The Madison dressing table and pouffe by
Turri exude contemporary classiness, while
harking back to the design language of the
‘60s. Made of wood and upholstered in
leather, they are a combination of clean
lines and rounded contours.
(turri.it)
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